Abstract

Socio-emotional Learning (SEL) provides individuals with strategies and skills that allow them to be able to identify their own emotions, to reflect on their causes and to understand how these emotions condition their behaviour, aiming at their regulation (Denham, 2006). If intervention with SEL is effective with children without any type of problem, how much more effective it will be with children with Intellectual Disability (ID) since they will be able to understand more than they can express and feel their emotions spontaneously, being able to modify them in knowledge, not always expressed orally (Damásio, 2001). That was the main reason for the creation of Smile, Cry, Scream and Blush, a programme that aims to promote Socio-emotional Competences (SEC) in children with ID. The programme is based on short stories simply illustrated, which stimulates the child’s creativity and imagination while arousing his/her curiosity, exteriorizes emotions and helps to resolve conflicts. The diversity of contents, the way they are reported and the very language of tales are considered to be relevant in cognitive and emotional development as well as on the child’s personality formation (Couto, 2003; Souza & Bernardino, 2011). The emotional content of the programme was validated by experts in emotional development and children’s literature, as well as by students with and without ID. With the purpose of verifying the appropriateness of its contents and objectives, this pilot study with 21 children with ID was conducted. The findings were evident and their involvement grew session after session.
1. Introduction

Emotions play a key role in the individuals’ learning and development, preparing them to deal quickly and effectively with various situations besides functioning as alert mechanisms that continually evaluate the surrounding environment and identify when something important for the wellbeing or survival (Ekman, 2003).

Throughout his development, the individual is learning and expanding his ability to understand, both the causes and the functions of one’s own emotions, as well as recognizing the several emotional experiences (Denham, 2006). This learning provides the individual with strategies and skills that allow him to show himself that he is able to identify his emotions, to reflect on their causes and to understand how these emotions condition his behaviour, aiming at their regulation. Therefore, and considering their importance, these skills should be considered and developed early on awakening children to the importance that the emotions and the ability to recognize and regulate them in a guided and positive way exert on their development process (Mayer & Salovey, 1999).

If intervention programmes are shown to be effective with children without any type of problem, more they will be with children with Intellectual Disability (ID) since they understand more than they can express and feel their emotions spontaneously, being able to modify them in knowledge, not always orally expressed (Damásio, 2001). That was the main reason for the creation of Smile, Cry, Scream and Blush, a programme that aims to promote Socio-emotional Competences (SEC) in children with ID.

The emotions to be worked in the program include happiness, sadness, fear, anger, shame and pride, being the first four basic emotions that do not raise many difficulties in their recognition and expression by children with ID. Shame and pride, being social emotions, integrate components of the primary emotions and are biologically determined, but also socially learned (Damásio, 2000). They are more difficult to identify, more complex and allow to assess more accurately the identification, expression and regulation of emotions by the children with ID.

2. Problem Statement

SEL involves the processes through which children acquire and effectively apply the knowledge, attitudes, and skills necessary to understand and manage emotions, set and achieve positive goals, feel and show empathy for others, establish and maintain positive relationships, and make responsible decisions (CASEL, 2008). Programmes on SEC lead schools to be more successful in their educational mission which is particularly important for children with ID due to their characteristics and limitations.

2.1. Emotions and Socio-emotional Competences

"Emotion", as the term "cognition", refers to a set of subjective reactions to an event protruding from the internal and external environment of the organism, characterized by physiological, experiential and behavioural changes. Emotions directly contribute to the functioning of the perceptive, cognitive and personality systems, as well as for the development of SEC (Izard, 2001; Lewis, 2008).

Empirical studies have demonstrated the importance of SEC for academic performance (Denham, 2006). Children entering school with more positive profiles of SEC not only have more success in
developing positive attitudes towards school as significantly improve their performance and achievement (Ladd, Birch, & Buhs, 1999; Denham, 2006).

Saarni (2008) defines SEC as the demonstration of emotional self-efficacy in social relationships that evoke emotion. This definition demystifies the complexity of emotional competence and talks about personal efficacy applied to social relationships as being the ability to achieve a desired result. Our whole social relationship influences our emotions and, in turn, our emotions influence our relationships (Vale, 2009). Saarni (1999, 2008) also argues that because emotional competence is linked to concepts such as compassion, self-control, justice and a sense of reciprocity, we also can’t separate emotional competence from the moral sense.

Although SEC is considered from a perspective of personal experience, the fact is that it is lived in interaction with others. Emotions are inherently social in at least three aspects: in terms of interpersonal nature of emotions, the individual behaviour of others in the group determines the emotion that the child will have; also when a child displays an emotion, either in group or in dual situation, the expressivity is an important information that he conveys, not only to himself, but to the other members of the group; finally, the expression of an emotion can serve as a condition for the experience and expression of others’ emotions as social interactions and relationships are guided and defined by the emotional transactions within the group (Campos & Barrett, 1984; Parke, 1994; Saarni, 1999; Denham, 2006).

In the late twentieth century, the concern about the child’s emotional function increased significantly, especially in the skills used to think and regulate emotions. In this way, the concept of emotional competence grew alongside with various models of emotional intelligence. One of these was that of Mayer and Salovey (1999) and Mayer, Salovey and Caruso (2000) which proposes the processing of information elements (perception, evaluation and emotional expression) integrated with cognitive/affective elements (analysis and understanding of emotion with cognitive dexterity and vice versa) and with aspects of a skill or performance (the ability to regulate their own emotions and those of others).

The concept of SEC was derived from the thinking of authors such as Denham (2007). This concept implies the acquisition of skills underlying the expression of emotions, socially appropriate regulation and emotional knowledge, being implicitly related to the identity, personal history and with the socio-moral development of the child and teenager. It is considered a central competence in the ability of children and young people to interact, self-regulate and establish rewarding relationships with others, in the management of affection at the beginning and in the continuity of the evolutionary involvement with the pairs.

In a school context, these tasks and outcomes may include school success, meet personal and emotional needs and develop transferable skills and attitudes beyond school. Through thought and feeling socially competent people are able to select and control the behaviours to emit and to suppress in a particular context, to achieve the objectives set by themselves, or established by others.

Emotions are primary sources of knowledge, playing a preponderant role in adapting the individual to the environment, being the initiators of the learning process (Damasio, 2001). Thus, however great the cognitive limitations of the individual, he can interact with the world through his basic emotions.
Studies show that individuals with ID can confidently identify their own emotions and recognize the emotional expressions in others (Moore, 2001; McClure, Hapern, Wolper & Donahue, 2009). However, Bremejo (2006) considers that this identification has many flaws and gaps when compared with children without ID, being evident a greater difficulty in identifying shame and anger (Sovner & Hurley, 1986; Pereira & Faria, 2015). These authors point out that individuals with ID demonstrate difficulties in organization and coping strategies. This difficulty in adaptively managing some situations leads to some anxiety, which can be attenuated with the implementation of an intervention programme.

2.2. Socio-emotional Learning

SEC can be properly developed through the process of SEL corresponding to the knowledge, attitudes and skills that each one must consolidate to make coherent choices with himself, have gratifying interpersonal relationships and a socially responsible and ethical behaviour (CASEL, 2013).

The programmes of personal and social competences have emerged in psychiatry, having subsequently been used by other areas of knowledge, with other populations. The simplicity of this type of strategy favoured its expansion for the training of professionals from other areas, namely teachers (Matos, 1998), giving place, later on, to the programmes of social and emotional competences.

SEL refers to a model whose type of activities allows the acquisition of skills that all people need to adapt to different situations and activities of daily life, to be successful in their life project, whether in the family, school, workplace or in relationship with others (Durlak, Weissberg, Dymnicki, Taylor, & Schellinger, 2011). It is a process in which subjects have the possibility to recognize and regulate their emotions, make responsible decisions, establish positive relationships with others and become individually healthier and more productive (Zins, Bloodworth, Weissberg & Walberg, 2004).

Being evident the advantages of SEL in children without ID, likewise they will be in children with Special Education Needs (SEN), including ID.

In the inclusive school paradigm, the differences regarding the specificities of each individual and the need for adequate responses, providing equal opportunities, assume great relevance (Borges & Coelho, 2015). According to César (2003) for many children and teenagers attending school, as we currently conceive it, the sense that the school seems to have been made to the measure of others, based on a culture very distant from the one in which they are inserted, is a constant.

A school for all presupposes equal opportunities, a common starting point with the necessary adaptations along the way. The teaching and learning processes may undergo various obstacles that refer to students but also to teachers who have to manage the difficulties arising from the inclusion of students with marked differences in the same context (Sim-Sim, 2005).

The academic success depends on several factors, among them the teachers’ taste for teaching and the passion for the learning progress, being expected to transmit students their enthusiasm, arousing the passion for what they learn. The teacher not only teaches, but he also knows how to do something and what he knows to do is not only to teach; it consists essentially of helping people to grow and develop the potential that they all have, in configurations and diversified degrees (Abreu, 1996). The same author stresses that supporting students in the acquisition of SEC should be another great challenge of teacher
intervention, considering that one can no longer take refuge in a teaching-learning relationship based on the transmission of knowledge but rather be recognized as a human development agent.

With the implementation of programmes to promote SEC academic success will be a reality and this way schools will be more successful in their educational mission (Elias et al., 1997). In addition, these programmes ensure meaningful learning at the level of SEC that promote friendly relations with peers, or that prevent difficulties in interactions with others (Ladd, Herald & Andrews, 2006).

3. Research Questions

The goals of SEL programming are to promote students’ social-emotional skills and positive attitudes, which, in turn, should lead to improved adjustment and academic performance as reflected in more positive social behaviours, fewer conduct problems, less emotional distress, and better grades and achievement test scores (CASEL, 2008).

Based on the assumption that all children benefit from SEL, it is imperative to create a programme based on short stories and illustrations, considering their benefits in children’s development, aiming to promote the identification and management of emotions in children with ID, since SEC programmes directed for this population are still scarce.

Taking into account the wide range of advantages of SEL programming it is important to understand and verify if the objectives and the contents of *Smile, Cry, Scream and Blush* are adequate enough considering the target population for which it was designed.

4. Purpose of the Study

Based on a consistent theoretical background that focuses on programmes to promote SEC, this study aims to describe the creation and validation of the emotional content of each illustration and story for a new intervention programme directed to children with ID. The programme is built around these short stories properly illustrated, making use of several playful-didactic materials to be implemented throughout 8 sessions, being that each session should last between 30-40 minutes.

*Smile, Cry, Scream and Blush* is a programme that aims to promote SEC in children with ID created from scratch and which includes original illustrations and short stories directed for each of the emotions: happiness, sadness, fear, anger, shame and pride.

The main purpose of the study is the programme’s construction and validation by experts in emotional development and children’s literature, and by children with and without ID. It was made a pilot study with 3 groups of 7 subjects each with the purpose of verifying the suitability of contents and objectives to young people and children with ID.

5. Research Methods

Taking into account the need to deepen the knowledge of effective programmes on SEC it was made a systematic literature review on programmes highlighting their strengths, their advantages as well as their weaknesses and flaws. Alongside this, it was built a new programme based on the assumptions of
SEC programmes, that aims to promote these competences in children with ID, following and respecting the several stages needed to validate it as an effective instrument.

It is also a descriptive type of quantitative research, where the relative frequencies were calculated for each emotional expression presented by the characters, and the pilot study sample of 21 subjects was characterized.

5.1. Programmes to promote SEC

The development of SEC, considered a basic competence for life, leads to SEL. It is urgent to define goals, establish contents, plan activities and intervention strategies to design intervention programmes in order to be studied and evaluated (Bisquerra, 2003).

Programmes dedicated to the development of SEC should involve: the self-knowledge, that is, the ability that children develop to identify in emotional experiences their own emotions, thoughts and the way they act on their behaviour; self-regulation which translates into the children's ability to learn to regulate their emotions, controlling their impulses and motivating themselves to overcome these same situations; social awareness, translated into the ability to take an empathic perspective on others and recognize them as support resources; relationships management which is the ability to develop and maintain healthy relationships and conscious decision-making, that is, the ability to make decisions in a responsible and constructive way taking into account ethical and social standards (CASEL, 2008).

The abovementioned programmes, to be considered as quality ones, should emphasize cognitive, affective and behavioural competences (Vale, 2012). Since these competences represent the first step towards SEL they need to be taught and students should be motivated for their learning and daily use. Therefore, another of the quality factors of a programme lies precisely in teaching strategies, which should include competency-based modelling, provide students with opportunities to practise these new skills and give feedback and reinforcement (Hawkins, 1997, quoted by Graczyk, Weissberg, Payton, Elias, Greenberg, & Zins, 2000). Children should be seen as active learners and employ interactive strategies. Thus, the techniques to be trained should make use of methodologies that privilege group work, cooperative learning, role-play and thematic discussions (Dusenbury, Falco, Lake, Brannigan & Bosworth, 1997, quoted by Graczyk et al., 2000). Through dialogue, the teacher should encourage children to think about situations, to become aware of their emotions, to generate strategies to successfully solve the problem.

An aspect of great importance is emphasized by the Collaborative for Academic Social and Emotional Learning (CASEL, 2003) by arguing that programmes should be for all students and not only for those with risky behaviours, because all benefit from socio-emotional development. In this way, it is also important to emphasize their importance to children with ID, even because the existence of programmes directed to this population is still scarce (Faria, 2016). The intensity of the programmes implementation is not of minor importance. The studies argue that the activities that are part of the programmes should be practised weekly and not sporadically, presenting a sequence and not isolated activities (Vale, 2012; CASEL, 2003).
5.2. Short stories as part of programmes to promote SEC

"Little Red Riding Hood was my first love. I felt that if I could have married her, I would have known true happiness.” This statement by Charles Dickens indicates that he, as countless millions of children throughout the world and through the ages, had also been enchanted by fairy tales (Bettelheim, 1976).

The word tale comes from the Latin computone and means to tell, enumerate actions; it means to report, tell stories, which like every story requires an argument that supports itself, that gives it a meaning, a reason for being: to give it life (Bruder, 2000). This linear and simple structuring seems, therefore, to allow the construction of possible worlds with which the children will identify themselves, creating space for the projection and the dialogue of affections that will favour their emotional development (Santos, 2006). In addition to these features, Colomer (2003) considers that the traditional tale is the most appropriate narrative to the children’s literacy skills, being that other aspects contribute to the configuration of its specificity as a narrative genre: short text, few characters and with distinctive marks marked and appropriate to children's thinking (e.g. good/bad), that does not know the non-radical nuances; the actions of the characters determined by external factors (easily understood by children); the dichotomous moral that rewards the good and punishes the bad; the timeless and inaccurate setting of the tale; the closed episodic structuring, without simultaneity of actions; abrupt ending.

Children will benefit if the involved activities have stories as the main base since while it distracts them, the tale elucidates them on themselves and promotes the development of their personality. Bettelheim (1976) states that the tale has so many meanings, on so many levels, and enriches the child's existence in so many ways, that any book is able to match the amount and diversity of contributions that tales bring to the child.

The tale gives voice to all the fears that the subject has to face, like rivalries, taboos, struggles, the fear of death, of growth, of everything that is unknown; meets the loves, the hatreds, the distrust and the joy, the persecution and the happiness, displaying, in an exemplary manner, the struggles between good and evil, between the allowed and the forbidden, between the victories and the disappointments of the subject. It also meets the child’s animist thinking and reality allowing him to fully trust what the tale reports. As the world of tales agrees with his, it can reassure his fears (Santos, 2002). Moreover, the unrealistic nature of tales is important because it makes it obvious that the purpose of short stories is not to give useful information about the outside world, but rather on the inner psychological processes that take place in an individual (Bettelheim, 1976).

Thus, the tale serves the child in a perfect way. First because it is a wonderful entertainment, then because it tells about the triumph of the weakest, the smallest, the youngest or even the ugliest. This disconcert satisfies the child as it meets his most primal desires. In the stories special contours are outlined, time is marked, characters are defined, rhythms are instilled, future designs are announced, possible worlds are built. Also, values, behaviours, attitudes and the existence of a particular social order are defined. It is promoted the development of imagination, observation, memory and knowledge (Santos, 2006).

Albuquerque (2000) states that for all its characteristics, the tale is an important organizer of affections, containing emotions and feelings, allowing the child a permanent dynamic construction.
Telling and hearing stories comes close to a magical act, able to marvel children, to leave them amazed at the art of simplicity, to make them fun with weird combinations, to leave them perplexed because they find characters of their age with so many problems, to leave them with doubts about tolerance, the right to difference, able to put them to think (Sousa, 2000).

It seems evident that the affective factors that allow the child to give the world and life a systematization, using its fantasy potential with an affective function of world reconciliation and order. In many circumstances imagery and the use of meaningful images emerge as a form of knowledge integration (Albuquerque, 2000; Santos, 2006). It is with the entrance in the first cycle of the basic education, the beginning of scholar path, between the 5 and the 6 years, that children begin to identify themselves with the story: they listen to it and try to control the narration by integrating new knowledge with previous one. At this stage children are ready to tell the story, expressing enthusiasm for doing so. It is important to recognize that as a natural form of narration, the retelling is always a revision and affirmation that the knowledge is consolidated, although the child always tries to make some changes, but always demonstrating that he understands the story in its depth (Martins, 2000). Around 7 years old, the child brings the characters of the imaginary to the real plane using dialogues between the characters similar to those in his daily life, opting for a plot type more similar to the real world, suppressing some aspects inherent in the fantastic, but always using symbolization and the power of abstraction that he inherited from the phase of the primacy of fantasy (Azevedo, 2006).

The tale is of great structuring importance transmitting the child models for the understanding of their conflicts and anxieties, suggesting examples of solution, temporary or permanent, showing that fighting difficulties of life is inevitable, but that it is possible to overcome them (Tompkins, Guo & Justice, 2013). Interaction with stories awakens emotions in children as if they are experiencing them, allowing through imagination to exercise problem-solving ability that arise in their daily lives (Souza & Bernardino, 2011).

Stories may be a privileged strategy for children to work on their emotions and understand others’. Gavazzi and Ornaghi (2011) explored what happens when children do not only hear stories that contain many words that describe emotions, but have also the opportunity to reflect on the meaning of these words along with other children, under the guidance of an adult. It was found that the active use of these terms in daily conversations increased children's competence in understanding their emotions.

According to Castro (2008) the child, with his imaginary wealth and his ability to experience the make-believe, plunges into a charming universe, where they deal with feelings of good and evil, where characters such as fairies, witches, stepmothers, princes and princesses may appear. In this way, the child identifies emotions as sadness, anger, insecurity, happiness, tranquillity, anguish, anxiety and fear, being through the exercise of make-believe that he deals with his feelings and imaginations with less anguish.

According to Guhur (2007) individuals with ID present a form of nonverbal expression signalling affective states that may be result of the absence of symbolic resource to express themselves. Thus, in contexts of intervention, they may present a compulsive laughter as a way to regulate the shame. It is also worth noting the predominant way of expressing affectivity through organic expression in which it is the body itself to reveal the emotions through gestures, postures and silences. This mode of exteriorization of
emotions demonstrates the little knowledge that some individuals have of the linguistic resources so the researcher must be alert to all non-verbal language (Pereira & Faria, 2015).

6. Findings

As it was mentioned, SEL benefits all students since all benefit from socio-emotional development. It is important to emphasize their importance to children with ID because there is a lack of programmes directed to this population. The programme Smile, Cry, Scream and Blush was created with the purpose of fill in the gaps and overcome obstacles found in other programmes.

6.1. The construction of the programme Smile, Cry, Scream and Blush

Whatever our age, only a story that conforms to the principles underlying our thinking has the power to convince us. If this is so for adults, it is truer for children, for their animistic way of thinking (Bettelheim 1976).

Through adult intervention, narratives appear as strategies for the achievement of learning the level of writing, language, increased vocabulary, speaking and as a way of acquiring values and concepts. The description of the stories, aided by the visualization of symbols, stimulates the child's creativity and imagination while arouses his curiosity, exteriorizes emotions and helps to resolve conflicts through the game of make-believe. The diversity of contents, the way they are reported and the very language of tales are considered to be relevant in cognitive and emotional development as well as on the child’s personality formation (Couto, 2003; Souza & Bernardino, 2011).

Based on a bibliographical review that focuses on programmes that aim to promote SEC, and based on the assumptions above the Programme Smile, Cry, Scream and Blush was developed with the purpose of promoting these competences in children with ID since the existing programmes are mainly aimed at children without any SEN (Faria et al., 2016).

Three mascots have been created to accompany the programme over its eight sessions: Pedri, a pebble that feels neither pleasant nor unpleasant things, does not feel neither the positive nor the negative emotions; Esponjinha, a sponge that absorbs all situations very intensely, coming to exaggerate both the positive as the negative emotions; Coradinho, a very thoughtful heart which reacts emotionally appropriately to different situations.

All sessions begin with a short story having as main characters one, two or the three mascots. After a motivational dialogue, the session continues with a second story focusing on one of the emotions to be worked and with a main character, animal or human. Thus, the programme was built around short stories, illustrated and with simple language, whose excerpts are in table 4, since in individuals with ID a linguistic delay persists in several domains, notably in syntactic development and verbal comprehension. The use of negative phrases, past and future tenses are especially difficult for these children (Thirion-Marissiaux & Nader-Grosbois, 2008).

The illustrations were validated, initially by seven experts in the area of emotional development and children's literature, and in a second phase by a group of 20 subjects with ID, aged between 8 and 20 years old and by a group of 20 subjects without ID with the same ages. They were asked to express their
views on each of the characters' expressions, indicating whether they agreed or not, with Yes or No in each illustration, as it can be seen in table 1.

Table 01. Characters from all the short stories expressing the different emotions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emotions</th>
<th>Happiness</th>
<th>Sadness</th>
<th>Fear</th>
<th>Anger</th>
<th>Shame</th>
<th>Pride</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Characters</td>
<td>1st stage</td>
<td>2nd stage</td>
<td>1st stage</td>
<td>2nd stage</td>
<td>1st stage</td>
<td>2nd stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coradinho</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedri</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esponjinha</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tartaruga Sisu</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caracol Chorinho</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruxinha Verruga</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serafim Zangadim</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safira</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaime</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Through Table 2, it is possible to verify that all the pictorial representations of the emotions have been approved:

Table 02. Validation of the illustrations in two stages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emotions</th>
<th>Happiness</th>
<th>Sadness</th>
<th>Fear</th>
<th>Anger</th>
<th>Shame</th>
<th>Pride</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Characters</td>
<td>1st stage</td>
<td>2nd stage</td>
<td>1st stage</td>
<td>2nd stage</td>
<td>1st stage</td>
<td>2nd stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coradinho</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedri</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esponjinha</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tartaruga Sisu</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caracol Chorinho</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruxinha Verruga</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serafim Zangadim</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safira</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaime</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The programme is applied in groups of 7 or 8 children, in school environment and in sessions of about 30 to 40 minutes. It covers 8 sessions where six emotions are worked through materials such as the wheel of emotions or the silhouette of the characters, as it can be seen in table 3.
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Table 03. Programme structuring

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characters</th>
<th>Emotions</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 mascots:</td>
<td>Happiness</td>
<td>Short stories (13)</td>
<td>8 sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coradinho</td>
<td>Sadness</td>
<td>Wheel of emotions</td>
<td>30-40 minutes each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedri</td>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>Cards</td>
<td>session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esponjinha</td>
<td>Anger</td>
<td>Silhouette of the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shame</td>
<td>characters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 main characters:</td>
<td>Pride</td>
<td>Mirror</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turtle Sisu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snail Chorinho</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witch Verruga</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serafim Zangadim</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safira</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaime</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It should be noted that the first session gives a brief overview of all the emotions that will be worked in the following sessions: happiness, sadness, fear, anger, shame and pride; the eighth and last session also addresses all the emotions and it is made a consolidation of all the work developed, reminding all the characters in the programme, asking children which ones they liked the most, which ones they liked the least, with which characters they identified, which were completely different from them, what they would change in the stories, etc. In this session, in addition to activities similar to previous sessions it will be important to make use of a mirror and ask children to express emotions and compare them with those of their colleagues and also to try to guess their colleagues’ emotions. It will be an important session to systematize all the work developed throughout the programme.

Thus, the application of the programme follows a linear structure, as it can be seen in table 4, complying with procedures that must be followed in all sessions so that children feel more and more familiar with the intervention.

Table 04. Programme structuring with excerpts from the short stories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Characters</th>
<th>Emotion</th>
<th>Excerpts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3 mascots</td>
<td>all</td>
<td><em>In a distant and colourful country lived three friends who had a good relationship although they were very different from each other.</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2       | 3 mascots +| happiness| Story 1: *And so was the little Coradinho, enchanted and contemplating the flower that little by little began to gain lustre and vitality. Faced with what happened, Coradinho felt very happy and thought about how rewarding it was to contribute to the well-being of other beings.*
Story 2: *Come and see the sea! We are being inundated by the waves of joy! Come and see! The curious turtles made their way to the beach to see what was happening.* |
| 3       | 3 mascots +| sadness | Story 1: *The day was sunny and Esponjinha woke up in good mood and determined to leave home to erase sorrows.*
Story 2: *Chorinho was a little snail, lonely and unhappy. He lived in a city where everyone spent the day running or walking very fast.* |
thinking only on themselves, forgetting how nice it is to share jokes and conversations. Chorinho was the only one who walked slowly, enjoying the excitement around him, feeling alone, though surrounded by a crowd.

4 3 mascots + Witch Verruga fear

Story 1: Pedri, Esponjinha and Coradinho were playing in the street when the old Painted Lizard, very dull by the way, passed by them and said:
- Hello my dear friends! You should be more careful while playing here on the street. I've heard that there are bouncy witches out there who startle those who cross them.

Story 2: One of the inhabitants of Aboboral was Verruga, a little witch different from all the others, as she was very easily frightened and had many fears. Her parents lamented continually at not having a brave daughter, trying, by all means, chase her fears and uncertainties away.

5 3 mascots + Serafim Zangadim anger

Story 1: Suddenly, and without nothing predict, the little Coradinho tripped and fell, getting behind. He felt angry and frustrated, as he had trained hard for that race and he was already seeing that he would not win it.

Story 2: Serafim was known among his friends as “Zangadim”, because he seemed to be always angry with the world. It was rare the day he did not bother with anyone, whatever the reason was.

Friends accepted his bad temper, but considered it inappropriate and sometimes they were bored and upset.

6 3 mascots + Safira shame

Story 1: Coradinho lived up to his name and turned red like a tomato; Esponjinha, in turn, took Coradinho’s hand and looked around the room looking for Pedri.

- Welcome dear friends! – ran Pedri, euphoric.

Story 2: At lunch time, in the school canteen full of boys and girls, the two friends sat facing each other on a table by the wall, trying to go unnoticed. Suddenly, unintentionally, Safira dropped her glass of water on the floor. Very blushing, she did not even know what to do, keeping a charged countenance and avoiding looking around.

7 3 mascots + Jaime pride

Story 1: Pedri, proud of her plays, said that they could stay playing the whole afternoon, but that she understood that losing should not be very pleasant.

Story 2: - You know, mum, I think I wasn’t a good boy today. Just on the way home, I paid no attention to a stray puppy, that was shaking with cold, and that would certainly be hungry. I can’t stop thinking about him now.

8 3 mascots + all previous all

The materials used are of easy access and handling. The investigator may choose to tell the stories through a book in which the illustrations should be presented in an appropriate size so that all can see clearly, or through a projector, since the programme can be made available in digital format. The materials to be used after reading and interpreting the short stories are photocopiable, namely the characters' silhouettes for the children to draw, the cards with the characters expressing the various emotions as well as the wheels of emotions.
Each of the sessions follows a guiding structure of the procedures to be followed. This structure describes specific objectives, warming up activities, activities to be carried out during the session and procedures as can be seen in table 5:

Table 05. Structure of a session

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objetives</th>
<th>Warming up</th>
<th>Comprehension</th>
<th>Presentation with comprehension</th>
<th>Practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Read and comprehend two stories; - Recognize and identify the emotion “happiness” in the story and images; - Express orally situations related to the emotion mentioned in the story.</td>
<td>- Start by telling the story 1, whose main character is the Little Coradinho (character presented in session 1). - Do you remember Coradinho? - Who is he? - How is he? - What does he like doing? - How does he react to danger?</td>
<td>Ask children: - How did the little Coradinho feel? - Why did he feel like that? - Which solution did he take to counteract his annoyance? - In which situations do you feel happiness? - What do you usually do to demonstrate your happiness?</td>
<td>Tell children the short story “Waves of happiness”. Dialogue on the short story: - Who was Sisu? - Where did she live? - How were all her friends? - Who did appear on the island? - How as she? - What did she decide to do? - What do you think the other turtles thought? - How were they probably feeling? - Would you believe Risinha? - Why/Why not?</td>
<td>Deliver among children the Wheel of Emotions and ask them to identify how Sisu was at the beginning and the end of the story. <strong>Note:</strong> you may replace the Wheel of Emotions by a deck of cards with the same illustrations. Deliver among children a turtle silhouette and ask them to draw the expression of how they would feel if in Sisu’s place.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following all the previous assumptions, objectives and the structure designed, it was peremptory to make a pilot study with the programme Smile, Cry, Scream and Blush in order to test and observe its adequacy to children with ID.

It was used a sample of 21 subjects with ID divided in three groups of 7 and attending three different schools from two Portuguese cities, Castelo Branco and Abrantes. The average age was 9,2 as two groups were attending years 3 and 4 and one group was attending year 5 of elementary school. The programme was implemented and worked over eight weeks with one session per week and the children’s involvement was notorious and increasing week after week. The characters and the stories remained in most of children’s memory as they kept talking about them until the end of the intervention.

With the pilot study, it was observed that throughout the programme there were no problems raised by children so it was not necessary to make changes. It seems clear that the eight sessions were enough, as well as the time of each session, the instructions were clear, the short stories were easy to understand due to their simplistic language, and the illustrations were appealing and clear in expressing the emotions.
7. Conclusion

Emotional education is an educational process, continuous and permanent, which aims to promote the development of SEC as an essential element of human development and for the purpose of increasing personal and social well-being (Bisquerra, 2000, quoted by Bisquerra, 2003). The intervention programmes in this area should follow an eminently practical methodology, with group dynamics, self-reflection, dialogues and games.

Knowing that the learning of SEC is a key element for a healthy development, it is believed that a preventive intervention from the emotional development point of view, which promote these competences, makes perfect sense among young children, with and without ID, translating into their personal and social well-being (Almeida & Araújo, 2014).

The programme Smile, Cry, Scream and Blush is oriented to the training of SEC making use of an active and inclusive methodology, namely short stories. These report events that trigger emotions and their consequences, suggesting immediate creative responses (Bruner, 1986). The children’s involvement in the story prepares them for future transformations at the physical level, in compliance with the rules, in facing challenges, dangers, threats and social conflicts; it also prepares them to deal with situations that provoke states of anxiety that are necessary to live and to surpass. As the story unfolds the child sees himself in the situation, following the example of the characters’ perseverance accepting the solutions or looking for others as a way to minimize or even overcome their anguish. The development of the story promotes imaginations and relieves social tensions (Traça, 1992). The world of the story is the imaginary world of the child, full of hope, possibilities and creative solutions, essential to face and overcome problems, deal with emotions, comfort and provide a sense of security (Souza & Bernardino, 2011).

Starting from the assumptions on which the programmes of promotion of SEC are based and considering this learning as essential to education, the programme Smile, Cry, Scream and Blush was created to explore the aspects related to the development of SEC since the best way to prevent socio-emotional problems is to develop these competences (CASEL, 2008; Zins et al., 2004). The programme will be used in a following study that aims to verify and validate its effectiveness with children with ID.
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